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2gravity propagating in 5 or more innite-volume space-
time dimensions with a fundamental scale M
s
. Thus,
gravity is strong in the bulk but non-gravitational in-
teractions on our 3-brane induce the observed Planck
scale M
Pl
and thus shield strong gravity from the bulk.
Above the fundamental scale M
s
gravity is assumed to
be regularized and thus has its eective coupling unaf-
fected [2]. This is the case in string theory where M
s






appear at integer levels N  1 [9] with
spin j  2N (for closed strings). Interactions of Standard
Model particles on the brane can then lead to stringy bulk






. The cross section



























with n = 4j 6, and this scaling reects the usual Regge
behavior. To recover the correct graviton zero-mode cou-
pling we have to use t
max
= s for n = j = 2 in Eq. (1).
In the string theory context the scaling Eq. (1) is not
expected to be strongly modied above M
e
. The usual







apply to extended strings.
Nucleon-Nucleon and Neutrino-Nucleon Cross Sec-
tions: Total cross sections are obtained by folding Eq. (1)
with the parton distributions f
i
(x;Q) in the nucleon. We
neglect factors from the spin structure and follow an ap-









































Here, the sums run over gluons and quarks.












)    over the four-dimensional
energy-momentum transfer Q
2





or s^ = xs, respectively. We assume t
max
' s in Eq. (1)
and have approximated this integral by the total parton
cross section 
ij
(s^) multiplied by the parton distri-
butions taken at Q
2
= s^ which is justied within an
order of magnitude estimate in the absence of concrete
models. For the parton distributions we use the CTEQ6
distributions in electronic form from Ref. [11].
Fig. 1 shows the neutrino-nucleon neutral current cross
section for spin-2 emission into the bulk obtained for the
two scenarios. Here, s = 2Em
N
, where E is the incoming
neutrino energy and m
N
is the nucleon mass. We stress
that in the absence of a concrete model the uncertainties
due to the exact form of the coupling, the spin structure
FIG. 1: The neutrino-nucleon neutral current cross section

N
from Eq. (3) involving spin-2 emission into the bulk
[n = 2, t
max
' s in Eq. (1)], for M
e
= 1:3TeV with (dashed
line) and without (solid line) an exponential cut-o at M
e
.





Standard Model neutral current cross section is shown as the
dotted line for comparison. The two hatched areas indicate
cross sections excluded by air shower data considerations, as-
suming that a considerable part of the nal products are vis-
ible (see text).
etc. can be of the order 100. Also the observable signa-
tures of such reactions depend on the energy fraction f
v
going into visible Standard Model particles and thus on
currently unknown details. Assuming, for example, that







where most of the energy goes into invisible bulk states,
results in f
v
 0:1 for a 10
19
eV neutrino interacting with
a nucleon. Nevertheless the results in Fig. 1 provide qual-




for dierent eective mass scales.
Phenomenological Consequences: Fig. 1 implies
neutrino-nucleon cross sections signicantly higher than
in the Standard Model at energies above ' 1PeV which





1mb would give rise to deeply pen-
etrating atmospheric air showers. Neutrinos are ex-
pected to be produced by UHECR which produce pi-
ons on the cosmic microwave background every few Mpc
above ' 4 10
19
eV [12]. The observation of such ener-
getic UHECR which are believed to have an extragalac-
tic origin [13], allows to estimate the resulting secondary





eV within a factor ' 100 [14, 15, 16]. For a
dierential neutrino ux 

(E), a detector whose sen-
sitivity to deeply penetrating showers of energy E ef-
fectively corresponds to N (E) target nucleons would







E). No such showers con-
sistent with weakly interacting primaries have been ob-
served yet which, for a given cosmogenic ux 

(E), lead
3to upper limits on 
N
(E) [10, 17, 18]. Fig. 1 shows
the resulting excluded range of cross sections, assuming
f
v
 1, for a conservative and an optimistic neutrino ux
estimate [10, 18]. The optimistic ux assumes that the
neutrino energy uence is comparable to the isotropic
 ray energy uence in the Universe [16].
Thus, cross sections that are larger than the Standard
Model cross section by a factor 10-1000 and smaller than










eV would imply neutrino
uxes smaller than expected. The projected sensitivity of
future experiments [16] indicate that these limits could be
lowered down to the Standard Model cross section. We







' s, and n
>

2 in Eq. (1) are most likely in conict
with the non-observation of deeply penetrating air show-
ers, especially in the stringy context where no strong uni-
tarization cut-o above M
e
is expected. In this latter







pendent of similar limits from other considerations [2].
In the string context the j = n = 2 (graviton) con-
tribution considered above in Fig. 1 provides a lower
limit to the total cross section. The contribution of
spin j  2 state production leads to a threshold be-
havior: The behavior of the Veneziano amplitude in the
hard scattering limit, s; t  M
2
s
, t=s =const., implies
that individual amplitudes for j  1 are usually sup-
pressed by  exp[ jtj=M
2
s


























[19], and similarly for cross
sections involving nucleons. This leads to Hagedorn-like
saturation at s ' M
2
e
, both at the parton level and
after folding in Eq. (3). However, air showers with en-
ergies up to a few times 10
20
eV, or s ' (1 PeV)
2
have
been observed [4]. The shape and starting point in the
atmosphere of these showers are consistent with nucleon
primaries and cross sections with atmospheric nuclei that
are within about a factor 2 of the expected Standard









1PeV should be ruled out.
Furthermore, observation of an air shower of energy E
would require a primary of energy E=f
v
. If visible par-






















eV, and thus much higher energy primaries
would be necessary to explain the observations.
This has important phenomenological ramications for
scenarios with a quantum gravity/string scale in the sub-
eV range which has recently been proposed to explain
the smallness of the observed cosmological constant [3].





100 eV. In these scenarios Newtonian gravity











where massive graviton exchange becomes relevant. This
is consistent with gravity measurements on sub-mm









propagator for the zero-mode graviton in four dimensions










[21] in case of at least
two innite-volume extra dimensions, where a is a con-
stant of order unity. This makes gravity appear higher-
dimensional, i.e. decreasing with a higher power of dis-













[22]. The above bound would thus
imply modications of gravity on parsec scales which
seems phenomenologically unviable. This problem can
be avoided for only one extra dimension where gravity










however, this does not allow to explain the smallness of
the cosmological constant [3]. An unlikely loop-hole con-






Conclusions: Parton cross sections involving an eec-




1TeV and growing linearly or
faster in the squared CM energy are likely in conict
with the non-observation of deeply penetrating air show-
ers. Extra-dimensional black hole or p-brane production
cross sections increase more slowly than s and are thus
not strongly constrained yet above a TeV, consistent with
ndings in the literature [10]. We further argued that in
scenarios with a Hagedorn-like saturation at M
e
due to
an exponential increase of states, this mass scale should
be larger than the largest CM energies observed in inter-
actions with hadronic or smaller cross sections, which is
currently about a PeV.
In possible string theoretic descriptions of quantum
gravity with a scale M
s







100 eV via Eq. (2). This
bound could further increase proportional to the max-
imal UHECR energy that may be seen with much bigger
experiments now under construction such as the Pierre
Auger project [23].
In scenarios which also explain the smallness of the cos-
mological constant with more than two innite-volume
extra dimensions the lower bound on M
s
would lead







. Such scenarios thus appear to be in
conict either with UHECR observations or with gravity
on parsec scales.
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